Normal brain perfusion pattern of technetium-99m-ethylcysteinate dimer in children.
The purpose of this study was to assess the normal perfusion pattern of the pediatric brain with 99mTc-ethylcysteinate dimer (99mTc-ECD). Tomographic imaging was performed with a dedicated system with high sensitivity and resolution. Sixteen children, referred for brain imaging in the workup of seizure disorder, were included since they turned out negative after a 1-yr follow-up. A standardized brain presentation was obtained after reslicing and reorienting of the three-dimensional volumetric dataset. Quantitative analysis did not reveal significant left-right uptake differences per patient. Three age clusters were investigated that showed differences in regional uptake, mainly a relatively increased uptake in basal ganglia, visual and motor cortex. An uptake ratio or perfusion index was calculated after normalization. Normal limits were established for the children in the three groups. Technetium-99m-ECD is a safe agent for children and should be the radiopharmaceutical of choice for brain perfusion studies because of favorable radiation dosimetry and stability. The age dependence of perfusion necessitates a database comparison before concluding that the observed perfusion pattern is normal.